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It is well known that the Covid-19
pandemic has dramatically impacted the
global economy, and the U.S. and Mexican
economies are no exception. However,
the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on
illicit economies, including its impact on
organized crime in Mexico, is lesser known
but equally important. The uncertain
nature of how long it will take to develop
a vaccine for Covid-19 or for communities
to develop “herd immunity,” means that
analyzing the impact of the pandemic on
organized crime is difficult.
In this paper we argue that the Covid19-related disruptions of supply chains
for organized crime are likely to lead to
an expansion of predatory activities such
as kidnapping and extortion for smaller
organized crime groups—an amplification
of existing trends. Larger organized
crime groups in Mexico will likely use
“information warfare” to win the hearts and
minds of locals to support their criminal
enterprises and to weaken the legitimacy
of the Mexican government. These crime
groups will also likely have the capacity to
further expand their alliances and capitalize
on weakened local traffickers, allowing
groups such as the Cártel de Jalisco Nueva
Generación (CJNG) to expand their sphere
of influence.1 Extended drug supply chain
disruptions could privilege local extortion
business models, though many drug
markets are likely to adapt and shorten
drug supply chain logistics where feasible.
Additionally, data from April 2020—one
month after lockdowns began in Mexico—

suggest that violence will continue its slow
increase with a 2.2% increase in homicides
in the first quarter of 2020, compared to
the same period in 2019.2 Altogether, we
predict that the Covid-19 pandemic will
have drastic impacts on organized crime
in Mexico, and policy makers and law
enforcement agents in both the U.S. and
Mexico will need to adapt their strategies
for fighting such crime accordingly.

USEFUL CONCEPTS FROM ACADEMIC
LITERATURE
The existing literature provides a number
of useful concepts for understanding
the actions of organized crime under the
conditions of the coronavirus pandemic
and social distancing lockdowns. For
example, John Sullivan has applied the
concept of “social banditry”3 developed
by Eric Hobsbawm to organized crime in
Latin America and beyond in his thirdgeneration gang literature.4 This kind of
“social banditry” has been evident during
the pandemic with cartels publicizing
their distribution of food via pantries to
portray themselves as “Robin Hoods.” Tom
Wainwright, editor of The Economist, has
discussed a similar concept, looking at
how drug cartels, like corporations, engage
in “corporate social responsibility.”5
Vanda Felbab-Brown has discussed how
criminal organizations engage in altruism
to improve their “political capital,”6 and
Guadalupe Correa Cabrera has also used
corporate models to analyze organized
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Trafficker violence
will continue unabated
despite trafficker
deaths caused
by Covid-19.

crime. Her work, in addition to the work of
Rodrigo Canales,7 examines the concept of
“branding” among organized crime groups.
Recently, Falko Ernst, a senior fellow
with the International Crisis Group, used his
Twitter account to point to early examples of
the Los Viagras gang handing out food in the
midst of the coronavirus lockdowns. Robert
Bunker and John Sullivan also reviewed the
existing verifiable cases of food pantries run
by gangs and other cases of “social banditry”
in a strategic note.8 Some of the known
cases where organized crime groups were
distributing food include the food pantries in
Guerrero and Estado de Mexico, set up by La
Familia cells operating under the leadership
of El Pez.9 The Gulf Cartel leader El 46 also
distributed food in Ciudad Victoria, and
the CJNG and their rivals in the battle for
Michoacán—Los Viagras—gave out food to
gain support from local populations. It was
also reported that presumed members of the
Gente Nueva, an armed wing of the Sinaloa
Cartel, distributed food in Chihuahua.10
Reporting from InfoBae demonstrates
another possible explanation for the social
work of organized crime in Mexico. Local
support can help keep an eye out for potential
rivals encroaching on their territory, as the
reporting of Oscar Balderas demonstrated
when he interviewed a La Familia food
pantry worker from Michoacán who was
told that the price of social support was
patrolling the territory to keep out rivals.
Further, the message of the gangs is implicit;
they are providing the services the state
fails to provide.11 Organized crime groups
are also using this kind of social work or
“social banditry” to gain legitimacy for their
profitable activities such as drug trafficking,
extortion, loansharking, territorial activities,
and battling other groups for territorial
control to expand those activities.

COVID-19: IMPACTS ON DRUG
MARKETS
Covid-19 has had varied effects on the
drug trafficking supply chain, the people
handling the supply chain in source
countries and transit countries, and the
demand side of the equation, particularly
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at the U.S.- Mexico border and in the
continental U.S. To fully understand how
Covid-19 has impacted the world of drug
trafficking in the U.S. and Mexico, it is
essential to review the drug trafficking
business cycle, which is comprised
of several critical nodes—namely
capitalization, production, transportation,
distribution, and re-capitalization of the
enterprise. In the case of Mexico, the
production and transportation nodes are
most at play as discussed in Figure 1.
The critical nodes of production and
transportation are affected by two key
factors. The first is geography, or where
the critical activity is happening. China’s
role in the supply chain, for example,
is crucial. Consider that: (1) China is a
key supplier of essential and precursor
chemicals for Mexican drug producers,
and the lockdowns related to Covid-19 in
China could impact supply chains; and (2)
China has a presence at several Mexican
deepwater ports that process intermodal
shipments (ship-rail-truck). China, like
many other countries including the United
States, is also becoming nationalist on
trade issues related to personal protective
equipment and chemicals related to
potential Covid-19 treatments.13
The second main factor affecting
the production and transportation nodes
is demographics, or how the people
performing the activity are being affected
on both the supply and demand sides.
On the supply side, traffickers are
at risk of contracting and spreading the
Covid-19 virus but will likely not stop their
activities. Infection to or among traffickers
due to contact with drugs or packaging
is less likely than person-to-person
contact,14 and despite the toll on human
life that Covid-19 may take on people in
any country, drugs will continue to move
in sizeable quantities. For example, on
or around March 31, 2020, a San Diego
Multi-Agency Tunnel Task Force “seized
1,300 pounds of cocaine, 86 pounds of
methamphetamine, 17 pounds of heroin,
3,000 pounds of marijuana and more than
two pounds of fentanyl,”15 in a tunnel
that opened in the Otay Mesa section of
California.16 Thus, while there may be
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TABLE 1 — PRIMARY DRUGS PRODUCED OR TRANSPORTED THROUGH MEXICO IMPACTED BY EFFECTS OF
COVID-19 ON THE SUPPLY CHAIN
Opium

Opium is cultivated,
harvested, and then
converted to heroin.

Synthetic Opioids

Marijuana

Synthetic opioids such
as fentanyl are
manufactured using
chemicals from China
(Wuhan was a particularly
important source of
chemical precursors).

Marijuana is cultivated,
harvested, and sold as a
raw product.

Cocaine

Amphetamines

Coca is cultivated,
harvested, and converted
into cocaine hydrochloride
in South America,
particularly in Colombia,
and transported by air
or water to Mexico and
eventually the U.S. via
Central America.

Ephedra is mainly
cultivated and harvested
in China and India and
converted to ephedrine in
China, India, and Germany.
Ephedrine is then shipped
to Mexico in ton quantities
and converted to
methamphetamine.

SOURCE Authors’ elaboration with information from Jim Mustian and Jake Bleiberg.12

short-term stockpiling to avoid high risk
trafficking due to lower legal trade volumes,
we can expect organized crime to adapt
and find new ways to move drugs.
Despite lesser traffic, the U.S.-Mexico
border is still open to commercial travel
and trade, and this provides significant
opportunities for traffickers to move drugs
to the U.S.17 Trafficker violence in Mexico will
continue unabated despite trafficker deaths
caused by Covid-19. This is partly because
traffickers likely will (1) not observe good
hygiene practices other than makeshift face
masks; (2) not observe stay at home orders;
(3) increase crime by stealing medicines,
medical supplies, and equipment at the retail
and wholesale levels; (4) not stop intra-cartel
fighting if Covid-19 provides opportunities
for any one organization, as others would
be negatively impacted due to loss of routes,
corrupt contacts, etc.
Covid-19 will have cyclical effects (ups
and downs) on the movement of people
who make up the demand market (and who
frequent bars, restaurants, and public places
where drugs are exchanged), but it will not
stop the supply from reaching its customers.
More clandestine street sales will occur,
instead of at public places that may or may
not be open for business. We may also see
new delivery models during quarantines. Just
as the licit market has adapted to grocery
delivery, so too may retail drug distributors
adapt to home delivery. Sam Quinones’
book Dreamland discusses the Xalisco Boys’

business model, which was essentially a
delivery system that transported drugs to
a neutral location.18 Adapting the retail U.S.
drug market for home delivery or using the
cover of other delivery services to distribute
illicit drugs would be fairly simple and has
already occurred in Europe.19
Drug prices at the retail or street level
are already increasing, but these price hikes
will be temporary. Some of the price hikes
are tied to price increases for chemicals
from China, and others are tied to the price
manipulation of drug dealers that take
advantage of the slower movement of
stoppages in the supply chain.20
At the end of the supply chain, illicit
drug consumers have paid a heavy price in
overdose deaths. According to U.S. Attorney
General William Barr, last year, 70,000 people
in the U.S. died because of drugs.21 That
number, when added to the number of Covid19 deaths in the U.S.—which presently stands
at over 100,000—will be a staggering loss.
However, disruption of chemical
precursor supply chains could change
drug markets in some ways for the better.
For example, a disruption in the supply of
chemical precursors for fentanyl could lead
to a market shift back to heroin grown from
opium. This could have numerous effects.
First, it could reduce overdose deaths in
the United States and Mexico. The spike in
overdose deaths in the United States was
attributed to opiates and especially synthetic
opiates, like fentanyl. Synthetic fentanyl is
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incredibly potent and thus hard to dose safely.
Slight mismeasurements can be deadly, but
a return to less potent heroin could result
in fewer overdose deaths. However, this,
of course, may not occur if users shift to
other types of synthetic drugs through
pharmaceutical diversion and overall drug
abuse increases due to lockdown conditions.
Second, other authors have already discussed
the possibility that if shutdowns and Chinese
market disruptions continue long-term,
Mexican crime organizations will invest
in domestic production to shorten supply
chains.22 This might reduce efficiency in
normal times but will dramatically increase
resilience in bad times.
Third, given that Guerrero is the primary
poppy producer in Mexico, this could mean
that the poppy crop in the area could become
more valuable.23 This could increase violence
as groups fight for control of crops and
expand their “rip crew” activities. “Rip crew”
specialists, called tumbadores in Central
America and bajadores in some areas of
Mexico, including Sonora,24 fill a particular
niche in the drug market ecosystem, stealing
from drug whole-sellers and disrupting the
supply chain. However, as rip crews increase
their activities, drug suppliers are likely to
step up their security measures and become
more resilient.

EXPANDED DIVERSIFICATION OF
CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES
Many analysts have predicted an expansion
of local predatory crime as criminals become
desperate and traditional criminal activities,
such as drug trafficking, slow. Scholars such
as Zepeda Gil have predicted an expansion
of extortion activities as the business model
of criminal organizations is disrupted due to
changes in the global supply chain. Alfredo
Corchado’s on-the-ground reporting for the
Dallas Morning News found Mexican citizens
in cartel conflict zones expect a rise in
extortion from these groups.25
More broadly, organized crime in
Mexico has not been just about drugs for
some time. The annual drug violence report
from the University of San Diego’s Justice
in Mexico project has changed its name
4

to “Organized Crime Violence in Mexico,”
noting the trend.26 Organized crime in
Mexico has heavily diversified, emphasizing
territorial control and local activities such
as kidnapping, extortion, oil theft, etc.27 We
expect these activities to continue but now
under conditions of scarcity. Thus, existing
organized crime groups will now battle even
harder for far less in revenue.

EXPANDED LOANSHARKING
Relatedly, the lockdown in Mexico, although
implemented late, will dramatically impact
the financial health of Mexican citizens.28
One place we predict expanded activities is
in loansharking, especially if private debts
to organized crime groups increase. In the
past, those who couldn’t pay their debts
were manipulated by gangs to participate in
other activities such as using their positions
of trust with their employers to allow
organized crime to infiltrate licit businesses.
We saw this with the Zetas and utility
companies in the 2000s, and we predict to
see more of this.

IMPACT ON ORGANIZED CRIME
LANDSCAPE: POSSIBLE CJNG
EXPANSION
We can expect organized crime groups
with large capital reserves to be able to
withstand the lockdowns better than
smaller groups with fewer assets.29 This
is similar to large corporations such as
Halliburton being able to withstand oil
price drops better than smaller firms. On
the other hand, smaller groups with fewer
assets often have highly diversified revenue
streams out of necessity. Thus, there may
be competing tendencies at play, allowing
some of these groups to survive on their
own without effectively being bought out.
Large criminal organizations such as
the CJNG may be able to take advantage
of the conditions brought about by the
Covid-19 pandemic. As Zepeda Gil writes,
“aggressive territorial conquest by larger
cartels, like Jalisco Nueva Generación,
against smaller ones could happen because
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the former has enough funds to resist the
effects of the global recession.”30
The CJNG has been masterful
at “adopting orphan cells” from other
fragmented groups, according to Hector
de Mauleon, and also at engaging in highly
diversified activities.31 Its financial success
in money laundering and its Los Cuinis
financial operator partners could help it
to buy local criminal cells and expand its
footprint.32 On the other hand, this may
not happen, because much of the CJNG
business model is focused on the control
of ports for the importation of chemical
precursors and the laboratories around the
Tierra Caliente region.
The Sinaloa Cartel, with its large
potential capital reserves and money
laundering assets, might also be capable of
expansion. However, its capital reserves are
likely to be decentralized among numerous
figures given its “federation” organization
style.33 The Sinaloa Cartel’s response
will be contingent upon the individual
decision-making of its top leaders such
as Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán’s sons and
Ismael “El Mayo” Zambada. The Sinaloa
Cartel has seen fit to play spoiler to the
CJNG expansion, likely sponsoring smaller
fragment groups such as La Nueva Plaza
in Guadalajara led by “El Cholo.” Our
prediction is that they will continue this
strategy as it is in their interest to keep a
low profile. We acknowledge this analysis
may seem misdirected given the Battle
of Culiacán in 2019, a failed attempt by
the Mexican National Guard to capture
of Ovidio Guzmán, one of the top leaders
in the Sinaloa Cartel.34 This type of
confrontational activity against the state
may prove to be the exception rather than
the rule for the Sinaloa Cartel vis-à-vis the
state, though not other cartels.

Rosa de Lima and CJNG in Guanajuato and
battles between forces aligned with the
Sinaloa Cartel and the Juarez Cartel (La Línea)
in Sonora, among others. From the individual
perspective of a cartel sicario, or hitman, the
coronavirus means little. A 2% chance of
death (the approximate fatality rate of Covid19) pales in comparison to the daily threats
faced by sicarios in Mexican cartels. Thus,
fear of infection and the admonishments of a
weak state are unlikely to deter strategically
important battles between enforcer cells in
battlegrounds such as Sonora, Chihuahua,
and Guanajuato.

CONCLUSION
The pandemic could worsen if Mexico ignores
basic Covid-19 precautions and if the United
States does not establish an effective test
and trace regime. The failure to control the
contagion may cause many Mexicans to cross
into the United States to obtain health care,
as is already happening with dual citizens.35
Further, Central Americans may flee in larger
numbers. These migrants could put additional
strain on the health care systems in both the
U.S. and Mexico.
As discussed, Covid-19 and the resulting
closures are likely to have the following
effects in Mexico: (1) it will benefit large
organized crime groups; (2) it will disrupt
synthetic drug markets, at least in the shortterm; (3) it will not deter battles between
large drug trafficking groups; and (4) Mexican
organized crime will expand its loansharking
activities, which will increase the potential
for deepening corruption and insider threats
within the private and public sectors.
To prevent the worst-case scenario, we
offer the following policy recommendations:

LARGE BATTLES

1. The U.S. Congress should invest in the
Mexican and Central American health
sectors as a defensive measure and to
reduce the influx of Covid-19.

At the micro-level of analysis, we can
expect large battles between rival cartels to
continue despite the pandemic lockdowns.
This maintains the status quo prior to the
lockdowns. We have already seen this occur
with battles between the Cartel de Santa

2. As many have argued, both Mexico and
the United States should establish robust
testing and contact tracing regimes
to reduce the spread of Covid-19 and
“flatten the curve” to reduce strain on
health care systems in both countries.

A 2% chance
of death (the
approximate fatality
rate of Covid-19)
pales in comparison
to the daily threats
faced by sicarios in
Mexican cartels.
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